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Aerocapture- Orbit insertion maneuver 
for interplanetary missions that makes 
use of the destination’s atmosphere.
Benefits of Aerocapture
• shorten time of flight
• decrease fuel/structure mass
• enable SmallSat missions
Comparison to Conventional Orbit 
Insertion
• conventional fully propulsive




The probe can target a final orbit (apoapsis radius) 
using only the arrival entry flight-path angle (EFPA).
Ballistic Aerocapture
• EFPA used for targeting.
• Passive atmospheric flythrough
• Passive lifting vehicle
Assumptions
• Probe has existing heatshield
• Minimal probe modification




• Keplerian two-body model
Aerodynamic Heating
• Sutton-Grave empirical relations
Atmospheric Flight Dynamics
• Planar Equations of Motion
• 𝛽 = 𝑚/𝐶𝑑𝐴
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Methodology-Nominal Entry Con.
Passive Lifting Vehicle 
• Targets apoapsis radius (RA) with EFPA
Choice of Lift-Up or Lift-Down
Lift-Up Advantage (margin for error)
Can account for uncertainties in
• Atmospheric conditions 
• Arrival conditions
• Vehicle aerodynamic characteristics
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Nominal Entry Condition-Passive Lift-Up 
Configuration L/D 0.2
Nominal EFPA Curves for Target RA
• Crash limit : EFPA steep 
• Escape limit : EFPA shallow

















Parameter Nominal Variation 3σ
Entry Velocity 10.9 km/s Gaussian 3% 
Entry Altitude 180 km Gaussian 3 km 
Ballistic 
Coefficient
200 kg/m2 Gaussian 15% 
L/D 0 – 0.4 Gaussian 10%
Density VIRA Gaussian 0–60% 
Monte Carlo Method for Adjusted Entry Condition
• 1000 cases at each EFPA
• Adjusted EFPA for a 100% non-crash rate.
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Comparison Nominal vs Adjusted EFPA
Nominal EFPA’s 
• Final Target Orbit (RA 56,000 km).
• No perturbations
Adjusted EFPA’s 
• 100% non-crash rate (all captures with 
lifting capability- some escape cases for 
L/D 0)
• Used for possible ΔV savings and loads  
• Maximum effective ΔV after maneuver
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Ballistic Aerocapture vs Fully Propulsive
Mass savings are a result of ΔV savings
• ΔVpropulsive - ΔVaerocapture
• Reasonable Δ V savings
• For implementation: Minimum ΔV  







What conditions are experienced 
during the maneuver ?
• Peak heat-rate : TPS Material
• Total heat load : Heatshield Mass





• Maximize ΔV savings 
• Heat rates-TPS material selection





• Heat Loads- material mass ablated








• L/D 0.2 offers high ΔV savings for load
• Loads can be managed through L/D 
with ΔV savings for all cases.
• Human rated-5-10 G
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Summary
• A minimal control Ballistic Aerocapture orbit insertion can account for 
uncertainties in atmospheric and vehicle properties.
• It was possible to find an EFPA with 100% non-crash rate.
• ΔV savings are possible and increase with vehicle L/D.
• Structural and Thermal Loads are in a reasonable range for current technology.
• Mission enabling method for a SmallSat or probe with existing heatshield.
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